Clinical Technique, Tacit Resistance: Progressive Education Experimentation in the Jim Crow South

William G. Wraga

Around 1940, the Southern Association Study in Secondary Schools and Colleges and the Secondary School Study of the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Negroes implemented cooperative educational experimentation in the American South. This was a progressive education method for improving schools exemplified in the national Eight-Year Study. The research detailed here reconstructs the work of the two southern studies as it occurred in tandem and in connection with the Eight-Year Study and the General Education Board. The white Southern Study utilized the progressive cooperative study as a clinical technique largely divorced from democratic ideals. The black Secondary School Study leveraged the progressive cooperative study as a means to democratize African American education in the South. The findings reported here confirm and complement conclusions in the historiography of African American education, extend historical perspectives on the Eight-Year Study, and contribute to an understanding of how progressive education was interpreted and translated into practice.

During the late 1930s and early 1940s, two large-scale school improvement projects occurred in the American South: the Southern Association Study in Secondary Schools and Colleges (also called the Southern Study), which involved thirty-three white high schools; and the Secondary School Study of the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Negroes (also known as the Secondary School Study), which involved seventeen black high schools. These projects sought to implement in the South cooperative educational experimentation, a progressive education practice exemplified in the Eight-Year Study. This study, sponsored by the Progressive Education Association (PEA) during the 1930s, was a national curriculum reform
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effort that utilized a localized, participatory, problem-solving approach to school improvement. Although William A. Robinson, the director of the black Secondary School Study, wanted the work of the white and black cooperative studies to be regarded “as one story of the region,” the two studies published separate reports. While the Secondary School Study report acknowledged assistance from the white Southern Study, the latter did not even mention its regional counterpart.¹

Examining the two southern cooperative studies can contribute to historical understanding of progressive education in three ways. First, while previous research typically focused on the Secondary School Study, this paper describes that study and the Southern Study in tandem as they occurred. It presents them as regional expressions of a quintessential progressive education approach to reform that was underwritten by the General Education Board (GEB), which had supported school improvement in the South for decades. Second, historians have found that despite the inequality of educational opportunity in the Jim Crow South, African American educators sought to promote equality and even political opportunity by seeking academic excellence in black schools. The present research confirms these findings and suggests that the aim of the Secondary School Study’s leadership—to promote democratic forms of living for black educators and students—can be understood as an additional vehicle for resisting white supremacy and black disenfranchisement. Third, given the substantive staff involvement from the Eight-Year Study in the two southern studies, the findings reported here suggest that a more robust understanding of the Eight-Year Study is warranted.

Intersecting Historiographical Contexts

Three historiographical streams converge in the two southern studies: analyses of the southern studies themselves, of African American education, and of the Eight-Year Study and cooperative educational experimentation.

Although historians initially acknowledged the Southern Study and the Secondary School Study, despite their scope, they have a limited presence in contemporary history of education and curriculum history scholarship,² with the exception of a few studies that focus
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on the Secondary School Study. Most recently, Craig Kridel placed his reconstruction of the Secondary School Study in the context of cooperative studies of the 1930s, indicated its connection with the Eight-Year Study, and, in a nuanced analysis, identified both progressive and accommodationist practices in participating schools. This paper aims to complement this body of research by providing a comprehensive account of the dynamics of progressive education reform in both black and white high schools in the South.

The Secondary School Study should also be understood in the context of the historiography of the education of African Americans. Historians have found that, during the first two decades of the twentieth century, northern philanthropists tended to support educational programs for southern blacks that provided forms of industrial education that would fit blacks into the existing industrial economy.


Referring to schools that provided only industrial training, James Anderson maintained that the “intended purpose of these schools was to make black children think and feel that traditional, high-quality academic education was incongruent with their station in life.” Joan Malczewski argued that northern foundations effectively were engaging in a form of state-building. Such northern philanthropic efforts sought to appease southern whites, who opposed any kind of educational advancement for blacks, by supporting education for blacks that was within the horizon of acceptance for whites. This included preempting white criticism of support for black education by simultaneously supporting the development of education for southern whites.

Historians have also demonstrated that African American educators pursued academic excellence even as the prospect that schools, never mind the wider society, would be integrated seemed impossibly remote, and considered such efforts an act of resistance in and of itself. Anderson found that, contrary to the industrial education agenda that northern philanthropists had for southern black schools, black high schools often provided instruction in traditional academic, college preparatory subjects. Subsequent research on African American schooling in North Carolina, Philadelphia, and Georgia similarly found commitment to providing black students opportunities to pursue academic excellence. As James Leloudis concluded in the case of North Carolina, African American educators “searched the crevices of white supremacy for every opportunity for black power and self-determination,” which included offering literary studies alongside industrial training. As a result of such findings, Leloudis concluded that black schools “served as vital bridges between the freedom struggles of the late nineteenth century and those of the mid-twentieth.”

---


This paper demonstrates that the work of the Secondary School Study reflected not only these earlier findings, but also a commitment to using education reform as an opportunity to engage black teachers and students in democratic forms of living.

As regional iterations of the national Eight-Year Study, the two southern studies should be understood in relation not only to the Eight-Year Study, but also as examples of cooperative educational experimentation prevalent during the 1930s and the 1940s. With the exception of Kridel’s work, contemporary historians tend to overlook the widespread cooperative educational experiments of the 1930s, at best treating the Eight-Year Study as a stand-alone initiative. And although some historians present sympathetic representations of the Eight-Year Study, they most tend to treat it with more contempt than sympathy by, for example, dismissively depicting its core curriculum programs, soft-pedaling the study’s results, affording it little attention, or simply ignoring it. They characterized the study’s improvement procedure as a production model and the work in the participating schools as “child-centered.” This paper suggests that, given the Eight-Year Study’s assistance to the two southern studies, the Eight-Year Study must be understood in connection to the southern studies.
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Historical Contexts

During the 1930s and 1940s, social and economic conditions in the South did not support a robust system of education. The region remained the most rural section of the country and, despite some industry, its economy was predominantly agricultural. Journalist John Egerton observed, “Compared to Americans in the East, the Midwest, and the West, Southerners in 1940 were still the poorest, the sickest, the worst housed and clothed and fed, the most violent, the least educated, the least skilled, the most lacking in latitude and power.”

Unemployment among whites, and especially among blacks, was high. Though blacks had been migrating out of the region for decades, in 1945 more than two-thirds of blacks in the US lived in the South; in 1945, about 70 percent of southern blacks lived in poverty.

Any educational work in the American South during the 1930s and 1940s occurred under the heel of the Jim Crow ideology of de jure segregation, white supremacy, and racial subordination. Major “elements” of southern culture, including an agrarian social order, the importance of traditional culture, and a caste system based upon racial hatred, engendered an inherent mistrust of “progress” and of progressive efforts for change. Although southern educators had begun to embrace selected aspects of progressive education in the 1920s in attempts to modernize school systems, notably through developing statewide curriculum programs, the wider social and political reality nevertheless induced apprehension among white educators toward progressive education.

Moreover, the constant threat of white violence that black southerners faced is difficult to overstate. Although “social, interracial violence” in the US had never been limited to the South, historically it was most prevalent there. White riot violence occurred against individual blacks and black communities, and although the number of lynchings declined during the 1930s and 1940s, most occurred in the

---

South, with its victims more often black than white. Southern blacks faced an almost daily threat of violence from whites for baseless motives and rarely with any consequences for white assailants. During World War II, interracial violence occurred at military camps around the country, but mostly in the South. The end of the war brought a rash of racial violence in the South. Coupled with southern whites’ mistrust of “progress,” this prevailing politically hostile and pathologically violent climate makes the endeavors of some of the black, educators who participated in these progressive school reform projects, remarkable.17

Although the educational condition at this time for southern whites overall did not compare favorably to the quality of education available in most other parts of the country, conditions in African American schools in the South were relatively and absolutely atrocious. Compared to other regions, per-pupil expenditures were low for southern whites, and even lower for southern blacks.18 A contemporary analysis concluded that in 1943–44 “high schools for white pupils are enrolling only 53.2 per cent of the expected number [of white adolescents] and the segregated [black] schools only 26.8 per cent” of black adolescents. Completion rates were similarly low.19 Recent historical analyses have documented deplorable conditions in African American schools in the South during the first half of the twentieth century.20 Such conditions presented often insurmountable obstacles, not only to achieving the kinds of academic excellence for African American students that their teachers frequently sought, but also even to simply implementing new state curricula.

The 1920s and 1930s comprised an era of curriculum innovation in secondary education in the United States. To accommodate the


increasing diversity of the high school population caused by expanding secondary enrollments, the conventional practice of adopting the textbook as the curriculum was supplemented with new approaches to curriculum development, including activity analysis, the project method, planning by objective, and system- and statewide curriculum construction.21 One approach to curriculum improvement that emerged at this time was known as the “cooperative educational experiment,” or the “cooperative study,” which Robert Havighurst defined as “a cooperative experiment … in which a group of schools, colleges, or other agencies work together on a task, sharing responsibility for planning their work, and sharing certain common services such as assistance on problems of curriculum or evaluation.”22 Anywhere from six to ten occurred around the country; the PEA’s Eight-Year Study was the most well known of these initiatives.

Of the approximately thirty secondary schools that participated in the Eight-Year Study, none were in the South, though nearly all other regions of the US were represented. Neither published reports nor archival material about the Eight-Year Study have revealed the reasons for the lack of participation of southern schools. According to Ralph Tyler, however, who directed the evaluation component of the Eight-Year Study, “The Southern Association would have nothing to do with the progressives of the PEA because they were thought to be too radical. So the Southern Association had its own study.”23 The Southern Study and the Secondary School Study were designed to reproduce in the South what the Eight-Year Study implemented nationally.

Organization of the Southern Studies

The story of the two southern studies effectively began with the establishment of two segregated accrediting agencies for white and black high schools in the South. The Southern Association of Colleges and
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Secondary Schools (SACS), known as the Southern Association, was founded in 1895, but did not begin to review black high schools, through a special committee, until 1931. And although the Southern Association would evaluate and “approve” black high schools, it would not designate them “accredited,” thus excluding them from its membership. In response to the Southern Association’s neglect of black schools, in 1934 black educators established the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Negroes (ACSSN) “to develop the colleges and secondary schools for Negroes and to maintain helpful relations between them,” as the association’s constitution stipulated.24

Within a year of its founding in 1935, SACS’s Commission on Curricular Problems and Research had endorsed a cooperative study, appointed Frank C. Jenkins as director, and begun groundwork. During the spring of 1937, it contacted the GEB, which had supported the Eight-Year Study, to express interest in funding the project.25 When K. J. Hoke, chair of the Commission, expressed SACS’s intention to apply for funding, Leo Favrot of the GEB suggested to Hoke that the proposed SACS study include two black high schools from the southern region. According to Favrot, Hoke responded by suggesting that the ACSSN leadership contact him to request including black schools in the white study.26 Although the GEB did not pursue this matter further, it did facilitate communication between the two studies. In May 1937, the GEB appropriated $10,000 to SACS to support a one-year exploratory study to plan the project and to prepare a grant proposal.27

During the spring and summer of 1937, the Commission invited white secondary schools to apply to participate in the study. Taking a cue from the Eight-Year Study that participating schools should be selected carefully, the Southern Study established thirteen criteria that each applying school should meet. In addition to reviewing the proposed plans that each applying school submitted, Jenkins conducted a site visit at each, accompanied by a member of the state steering committee.28 Ultimately, seventy-eight schools applied and
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thirty-three were accepted, three from each state in the southern region (see Appendix A).29

To orient the SACS Commission to the method of a cooperative study, the GEB invited members of the Commission’s Executive Committee to a Conference on Secondary Education in the South, held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, in October 1937. Eight-Year Study staffers Wilford Aikin, V. T. Thayer, Alice Keliher, and Ralph Tyler described aspects of their work to these southern educators. These presentations impressed upon the SACS representatives the need to select schools carefully; to use evaluation in a participatory, ongoing fashion; to focus on the local needs of teachers and pupils; and to have schools identify their own problems and develop their own solutions.30

On April 7, 1938, the GEB appropriated $72,000 to SACS to support a cooperative study for three years beginning July 1, 1938. Applying a lesson from the Eight-Year Study about the need for participating schools to begin preparations earlier, Jenkins organized a six-week planning conference at Vanderbilt University during the summer of 1938.31 One hundred and forty-three teachers and principals, representing thirty-one schools selected to that point, attended as teams consisting of three teachers and the superintendent or high school principal. Jenkins provided an overview of the study and an orientation to the pending conference activities, and Tyler discussed the evaluation component of the Eight-Year Study.32 Teachers and administrators studied local problems through a variety of group activities.33
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When the ACSSN’s Commission on Secondary Schools learned in December 1937 that the white Southern Association would possibly embark on an externally funded cooperative study for white high schools, the ACSSN promptly endorsed the participation of black schools in the Southern Study.34 Robinson communicated this commitment to Hoke of SACS, as Hoke had suggested the ACSSN do to Favrot of the GEB. Yet, by July 1938, Robinson had received no reply from Hoke. Favrot’s explanation to Robinson for this was “that since participating secondary schools in the Southern experiment now in progress was restricted to actual members of the Association, it was probably impossible for Dr. Hoke’s Commission to include Negro secondary schools in that experiment.” Favrot conveyed to Robinson, however, that SACS had expressed interest in assisting in a separate study for black high schools.35 Favrot arranged for Robinson to attend the Eight-Year Study summer conference in 1938 at Sarah Lawrence College, which Jenkins, director of the Southern Study, also attended. Through Favrot, Robinson invited Jenkins to a meeting of the Commission on Secondary Schools of the ACSSN at Atlanta University, a black institution, to discuss possible assistance from SACS.36

On November 4, 1938, the ACSSN’s Commission on Secondary Schools met at Atlanta University with Jenkins in attendance. The Commission’s Executive Committee stated that the Commission was agreeable either to the participation of black schools in the Southern Study or to conducting a separate cooperative study for black high schools. However, “following a communication from an official of the Southern Association to the effect that it had not seemed best for all concerned that Negro schools be included in the Southern Association Study,” the ACSSN Commission resolved to develop plans for a separate study.37 At this meeting, after Robinson’s report on the Commission on Secondary Schools’ work, Tyler presented an overview of the Eight-Year Study’s activities, and Jenkins described the Southern Study’s work to date. After a discussion of these two presentations led by Robinson, Eight-Year Study staff member Hilda
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Taba described major areas of emphasis in the work of the schools participating in the Eight-Year Study.\textsuperscript{38}

On June 3, 1939, the ACSSN submitted a request to the GEB for preliminary funding for a one-year exploratory period. Apparently responding to concerns that SACS had laid the groundwork and that the ACSSN study would involve fewer schools, the ACSSN revised its proposal for an exploratory period from one year to six months. By this time, Jenkins was identified as a member of the Control Committee of the Secondary School Study.\textsuperscript{39} In December 1939, the GEB appropriated $5,240 to the ACSSN for a six-month exploratory period.\textsuperscript{40} Minutes record that the Executive Committee of the SACS Commission “expressed its desire to cooperate fully with the Negro Secondary School Study now underway in the South.”\textsuperscript{41} Robinson served as the director of the Secondary School Study from 1940 to 1945, with his associate director, William H. Brown, assuming the directorship for the study’s final year of 1945–1946. The six-month exploratory period was devoted to selecting participating schools and to organizing a planning conference. The State Agents for Negro Schools in the region nominated candidate schools for consideration; ultimately, the study staff selected sixteen participating schools (see Appendix B).

During the 1938–1939 school year, teachers and administrators in the Southern Study returned to their schools to enact the improvement plans they had devised at the Vanderbilt conference. Common “departures” from conventional practice involved “enriching subjects already being taught,” better efforts “to meet the needs of particular pupils,” and steps to correlate subject content.\textsuperscript{42} The following summer, the University of North Carolina hosted 205 participants from the thirty–three schools, who were assisted by twenty-one staff members from white schools and colleges in the South. Problem areas
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examined included developing new teaching techniques, revising existing courses and developing new courses, improving guidance and assessment practices, organizing the whole curriculum, and establishing constructive relations with the local community. Participants worked in their school group on the specific problems their school faced.43

During the 1939–1940 school year, educators in the Southern Study continued work on “developing programs which are becoming an integral part of community life,” placing “emphasis upon content directly related to the experiences and concerns of pupils,” and attending to students’ individual differences. New areas of work included increased attention to developing “critical thinking, group cooperation, independence in study, and mastery of essentials.” Staffers continued to work with teachers and administrators in the schools on developing curriculum and instruction and on “the improvement of records and reports” and “the use of evaluation instruments.”44 In short, participating schools sought to implement a range of improvements designed to address their local needs.

Meanwhile, April 24–27, 1940, the Secondary School Study held a planning conference at Fisk University to organize the overall study. Representatives from participating schools collaboratively generated six goals for the study and identified twenty-two tentative problems to guide their local improvement work. These included ways to relate academic subject matter to the needs of students and the community, relate the school to the local community, establish democratic processes in the classroom and the schools, obtain effective teaching materials, evaluate learning, and select and develop teachers.45

Over a six-week period ending in mid-July 1940 at Atlanta University, working with a staff of five, the principal and two teachers from each of the sixteen schools developed plans for improving their local school during the 1940–41 school year,46 including procedures to implement recently created statewide curriculum guidelines, establish “school-wide programs,” and reorganize subject matter.47 During the 1940–41 school year, member schools implemented plans to improve reading instruction by acquiring new audiovisual equipment, to revise
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testing procedures, to rearrange library space, and to improve communication skills across all subjects. They sought to improve curriculum and instruction in math, science, and social studies by working with study consultants and visiting other schools to examine their practices. One school conducted a “school-community survey” to identify ways in which the school curriculum could address community needs, such as improving health conditions as well as math skills for local businesses. Supplementing insufficient library resources was a common upgrade member schools made. The study’s central staff also created a library of professional books that circulated among the member schools based upon faculty needs.48

Following a preliminary planning meeting in spring 1940, the summer conference for the Southern Study took place between July 17 and August 20 at Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College in Richmond, Kentucky. Problems addressed at the Richmond conference included evaluating revisions enacted thus far and identifying appropriate next steps; improving school schedules, school records, and parent reports; generating usable scope and sequence charts; developing core programs; designing experiences for targeted groups of students; and reorganizing subject-specific programs. The Southern Study staff consultants not only provided technical assistance but also facilitated relationships between participants.49

Improvements pursued in schools in the Southern Study during the 1940–41 school year entailed continuing projects previously initiated as well as new lines of work. These included collaborative development between teachers and students of a “city-wide recreation program”; collaborative development between teachers and parents of cooperative plans “for correcting specific weaknesses in pupils”; and revising the schedule in one participating school “around interest groupings of pupils rather than in terms of grade levels or subject groupings.” Although teachers became increasingly involved in planning such work, staff also found that some teachers did not seem to appreciate the nature of the whole study and identified administrators as a significant barrier to teachers’ improvement efforts.50 As local work intensified, in 1941 about half of the participating schools sent representatives to a summertime “central conference” at Georgia State College for Women in Milledgeville, Georgia; the other half attended workshops or studied at universities, held their own joint conference, or held “preschool” conferences locally.51
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As for supporting the Secondary School Study, at its September 1940 meeting, the SACS Executive Committee reaffirmed its position that it was “heartily in favor of giving all support to this study among Negro schools” and prepared to dedicate $5,500 to support such assistance. By the time the Executive Committee met in November 1940, a staff member from the Southern Study had contacted Robinson to initiate such assistance. In December 1940, the GEB appropriated $70,000 to SACS for a four-year period beginning June 1, 1941, for work on the Southern Study, including $2,500 to support the Secondary School Study. By January 1941, staff from the Southern Study were working with some of the schools in the Secondary School Study. So although SACS refused to include black high schools in its study, it did direct funding to the black Secondary Study as the GEB required; the white study also provided some support to the black study through the service of its director and some consultants. In effect, the Southern Study appeased the GEB while maintaining segregated schooling.

The GEB used funding to facilitate cooperation between the two southern studies and the Eight-Year Study, as well as with other school reform initiatives at northern universities. Cooperation between the studies included Jenkins and Robinson conferring about how the Southern Study experience could inform the Secondary School Study, dedicating part of the Southern Study budget to its black counterpart, consultants from the Southern Study working with educators in the Secondary School Study schools, interactions between black and white participating schools in Moultrie, Georgia, and teachers from both studies participating in a Stanford civics workshop. Materials of some kind were shared as well. Unpublished archival documents reveal some of this collaboration, as when Robinson wrote to Fred McCuistion of the GEB, “Dr. Jenkins has given the Secondary School Study very effective cooperation” despite the “loss of personnel to the armed forces,” and when the GEB minutes recorded “the
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regular interchange of materials and experiences between the two groups.\textsuperscript{57} Moreover, staff from the Eight-Year Study worked with both southern studies, and teachers from both southern studies attended several professional development workshops at northern universities.

Yet, despite the laudatory remarks Robinson and Jenkins each made about the other’s commitment to collaboration, the amount of assistance that the Southern Study provided the Secondary School Study appears to have been limited. The final report of the Secondary School Study noted:

In spite of their willingness to share their services with the Negro schools, members of this [the Southern Study’s] staff could give only very occasional service and make only brief visits in the member schools of the Secondary School Study. Thus, the most experienced resource people available were those who had worked on the staff of the Eight Year Study or as teachers in the group of thirty schools in that Study.\textsuperscript{58}

Although most of the support the Secondary School Study received came from the northern staff of the Eight-Year Study, in the brutally oppressive context of Jim Crow, the cooperation between the segregated Southern Study and the Secondary School Study can be considered relatively remarkable.

\textbf{Outcomes of the Southern Studies}

Employing the approach to school improvement implemented in the PEA’s Eight-Year Study, both southern studies followed procedures Tyler developed that utilized evaluation principally as a component of a school improvement process. Schools used extant standardized tests diagnostically, with the aim of identifying instructional needs, and there is some indication for the use of instruments that assessed skills such as “application of principles,” like those developed by the Eight-Year Study’s evaluation staff.\textsuperscript{59} Evaluation features in both southern studies included (1) emphasizing that assessment was customized for local needs and programs, (2) evaluating practices and


outcomes against school aims and objectives, (3) assessing a range of student learning that extended beyond academic achievement, (4) deriving information on student growth and program effectiveness from a variety of sources (such as teacher observations, student products, and student self-assessments), and (5) improving progress-reporting processes, which included input from students and parents. Thus both southern studies determined their impact and outcomes not through follow-up studies but in terms of changes made to the educational experiences students had in the participating schools.

By its final active year, the animating purpose of the school improvement efforts in the Southern Study’s member schools was to relate the school experience to the life of the student—using student interests as a springboard for study—and to the life of society. Schools identified purposes beyond the conventional academic curriculum. As a principal in Waynesboro, Virginia, put it, “There has been a shift

---


from the concept that the major function of education is to give pupils academic training and prepare them for college to the belief that the school is an agency of society to work with children in improving their lives and their community."62 The principal of the high school in Greenville, North Carolina, asserted, "Factual knowledge, as valuable as it is, in itself is almost worthless unless the possessor has achieved the ability to interpret and use it."63 Teachers in these schools worked to provide students with experiences that offered them opportunities to apply subject matter to some aspect of their personal life or the community, which by the 1930s had become definitive features of progressive education.

Such experiences were developed largely through cooperative planning between teachers and pupils, sometimes including parents and other interested community members.64 As experiences extended beyond the traditional subject matter curriculum, a variety of materials—books, magazines, newspapers, 78 rpm and LP sound recordings, state agency brochures, information from other subject classes, community excursions that included interviews, and modeling clay (in a geometry class)—supplemented and often supplanted conventional textbooks.65 Several schools offered English and Social Studies as a

---

As schools made these changes, they did not neglect college preparatory work. Yet unlike the reports from individual schools in the Secondary School Study, many of the schools in the Southern Study reported changes to vocational education courses. These included involving students in generating solutions to farm problems, creating a three-year homemaking program for girls, using home economics classes as a laboratory for identifying and solving household problems, and surveying graduates to identify occupational skills that the school could address.

The Southern Study also extended its work beyond its member schools to organize small conferences with county education officials, state departments of education, and regional colleges and universities. At thirty such conferences held with universities, participants explored ways to study local community problems, planned in-service programs for teachers, and developed instructional materials to support local curricula. Additionally, leadership training provided leaders for the cooperating agencies who were familiar with the problem-solving approach of cooperative experimentation.

Improvements implemented during the last two years of the Secondary School Study included developing individual student appraisal forms and cumulative record forms, establishing techniques of pupil-teacher planning in social studies and science, expanding library holdings, enhancing guidance as a form of student study that contributed to developing local curricula based upon student needs, and establishing a school student council. Nine of the schools
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participating in the Secondary School Study focused their problem-
solving efforts on improving their students’ reading competencies.\textsuperscript{70} Schools also developed long-term plans to continue their work beyond
the study’s funded years.\textsuperscript{71}

Schools participating in the Secondary School Study focused efforts on relating the school experience to students’ lives and to
local community life. Through cooperative pupil-teacher planning,
studying the needs of the local community, and improving the school
environment, schools devised experiences through which students
applied subject matter to daily life. At Moultrie High School in
Georgia, for example, community study included interactions with
the local white high school, which participated in the Southern
Study, that involved school projects relating to housing and health
and included “the sharing of certain facilities.”\textsuperscript{72} Another instance
applied elements of algebraic problem-solving to foster thinking skills
applicable to everyday experience. Another attempted to identify the
principle of light most useful to daily life by surveying 182 people in
science-related fields, offering dozens of applications that would relate
to students’ experience. Another involved moving away from curricu-
um organized around a traditional biology text toward curriculum
organized around student interests and that drew from a variety of
materials in a unit on human reproduction. And another involved
ways to achieve continuity in chemistry instruction by using group
and individual learning in classrooms and by rejecting mental disci-
pline in favor of applying chemistry principles so that “subject matter
serves as a means to some ends rather than an end in itself.”\textsuperscript{73} This
emphasis on academic curriculum in participating schools in the
Secondary School Study is consistent with historical findings that
document an emphasis on promoting academic excellence in
African American schools in the South, rather than vocational
education.\textsuperscript{74}
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In some discussions of work in the Secondary School Study schools, the commitment to deploying progressive education practices to democratize life in black schools was pronounced. In an article nominally about teaching science, Brown, staff associate in the black study, presented a rationale for a curriculum change that involved students in the planning process and that would foster democratic habits of conduct among both students and teachers. Brown not only advocated applying science subject matter to practical matters but also to examining controversial social issues specifically. In this vein of racial uplift, Atlanta University faculty member S. M. Nabrit discussed human ecology as a means of “crossing rigid departmental barriers” that moved beyond curriculum design to document the impact of socio-environmental conditions on the degradation of African Americans in Georgia. Nabrit offered a compelling empirical argument against the “inferiority myth” that whites perpetuated to rationalize their own racial supremacy.75 And Robert E. Cureton identified curriculum organizations and educational purposes appropriate for such a social studies curriculum. These kinds of classroom activities were not unlike African American educators’ efforts to instill civic mindedness through studying African American culture that Patrice Preston-Grimes found.76

GEB funding enabled the Secondary School Study to help about 130 black teachers from both high schools and colleges to participate in workshops on improving social studies, science, reading, evaluation, English, mathematics, and guidance. These workshops, conducted by noted progressive educators, were held mostly at northern universities, including Stanford University, Teachers College, Columbia University, the University of Chicago, Fisk University, Ohio State University, and New York University.77 The Secondary School Study staff also sought to provide services to nonmember schools in an effort to disseminate school improvements in black high schools widely. Reportedly, four to five hundred nonmember schools “shared


to varying extents the resources” of the study. The directors noted that “non-member schools, after cooperatively developing long-term plans, sought and secured consultative services, study opportunities through colleges, universities, and other agencies independently.”

Educational Improvement as Resistance

As noted earlier, historians have found that from the early 1900s into the 1920s, northern philanthropists seeking to educate African Americans in the South imposed industrial education on them that would not disrupt the economic and racial order of southern society. Yet records reveal that the GEB did not impose any educational scheme on either the white or black southern studies. On the contrary, not only were schools in the Secondary School Study free to choose their improvements, but these involved applying contemporary progressive education practices across the school curriculum and only occasionally emphasized vocational education. Director Robinson, with some incredulity, acknowledged the independence of the Secondary Study schools from the GEB in a 1946 note to the GEB’s McCuistion:

I must say that the Board has not indoctrinated, a phenomenon I shall never understand knowing the source of its funds. I know I would have been sensitive to any such effort and would have repelled strongly against it personally. If any influence indoctrinated in the Study, it was my own influence and that, I am pleased to say, was not to my own ideas but the best I could find and use the nation over.

Given the general historical finding that northern philanthropies often sought to impose industrial education on southern black schools and students, how can this independence be explained?

Eric Anderson and Alfred Moss established that GEB officers sought to appease white southerners and preempt criticism of support for black education by supporting the development of education systems for whites. They also noted that, beginning in the 1920s, the original donors in northern philanthropic foundations were largely removed from daily operations when it came to funding education programs in the South. In the case of the two southern studies,
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such appeasement tactics were evident—most obviously in the GEB’s simultaneous support of the white and the black study. Additionally, GEB officers were also more forward with SACS and southern white educators than foundations had previously been, particularly in suggesting, though not insisting, that black high schools participate in the white study and then facilitating cooperation between the two, though still within the limits of what was tolerable to white educators.

The finding that the Secondary School Study focused on improving academic education at least as much as vocational education, and proportionally more than the Southern Study, confirms the findings of historians such as James Anderson, Vincent Franklin, Vanessa Walker, and James Leloudis, who documented that in the midst of Jim Crow, African American educators pursued academic excellence in black secondary schools. Findings like these have led historians such as Adam Faircloth and R. Scott Baker to argue that improving black education within the confines of white supremacy constituted a latent form of resistance. Faircloth suggested, “By insisting upon the sanctity of knowledge and the innate humanity of black children, they performed political work of the most far-reaching kind.” Baker suggested that such historical findings indicate “how significant schools were as sites of black resistance, where African Americans created an evasive and oppositional culture that propelled growing numbers of black students forward in spite of white opposition.” The work of the schools in the Secondary School Study amounted to a similar form of resistance; however, an additional form of resistance was manifest in the Secondary School Study’s commitment to promoting democratic living for African American teachers and students through education reform. This points to an important difference between the two southern studies.

The Southern Study’s final report presented a largely technical description of the problem-solving method employed in participating schools, which it depicted as the synthesis of “two trends, use of the scientific method and local self-study.” It featured an entire chapter on the scientific method in general and its application in the participating schools. Generous reference was made to “systematic problem solving” and the “scientific method,” and it was noted that “in the Southern Study there was encouragement of the use of the scientific method in ‘clinical practice.’” Notably, unlike the final reports of the Eight-Year Study, discussion of any connection between education
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and democracy is conspicuous in the Southern Study’s final report by its almost sheer absence. Only two places in the report’s closing chapter mentioned democracy, almost literally as an afterthought. In its final paragraph, the report proclaimed, “Democracy works to the extent that we are successful in marshalling the total intelligence for the common good.”85 Yet because the Southern Study excluded black schools and would have effectively improved white schools at the neglect of black schools, even this meager democratic rhetoric amounted to mere lip service. In the Southern Study, progressive education practice was a professional technique that served dominant interests.

For the leaders of the Secondary School Study, however, implementing progressive education practices in black high schools not only promoted educational progress but also engaged teachers and students in democratic forms of living. The Secondary School Study’s final report highlighted the democratic aspect of collaboration and cooperation. For example, at the planning conference at Fisk University, participants saw in collaborative planning “opportunities for pupils to experience democracy.”86 In a description of the Secondary School Study, Brown noted, “All believed that better education meant broader opportunities for intelligent participation in and responsibility for democratic living.” He elaborated:

> Schools have attempted to provide more opportunities for participation in a democratic society, opportunities for learning intelligent self-direction, opportunities for learning to make wise decisions through participation in making these decisions, opportunities for pupils to learn more about themselves and other people, and opportunities for acquiring important factual information for use in thinking and in choosing wise courses of action.87

Indeed, a GEB officer who observed six of the participating schools reported that in “almost all of the schools visited there was evidence of democratic procedures.”88
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Brown noted that in the Secondary School Study democracy was taught through cooperative relations between the teacher and pupils, through “democratic leadership on the part of teachers,” which involved fostering “among pupils the acceptance of responsibilities which unquestionably belong to the pupils,” and by “exploring problem situations and areas of interest with pupils, rather than for pupils.”\(^89\) As a result, teachers developed “materials in their classrooms which are definitely related to Negro life and Negro problems, both local and national in scope.” These materials included units on “Minority Groups in Mississippi,” “Family Relations as Revealed Through Literature,” “My Responsibility as an American Citizen,” and “The Negro and the Bill of Rights.”\(^90\) The purpose of promoting democratic ways of living surfaced as well in the ongoing problem of the lack of classroom materials that pertained directly to African American life. As Brown put it:

Certain aspects of civic participation in government, vocational preparation, employment opportunities, the understanding of issues surrounding labor, taxation, wartime economics, social policies of government, civil rights, effective participation in the war effort, the meaning of patriotism, etc., have not been developed from the point of view of minority groups and there is danger of the development of racism as a result of this lack of instructional materials.\(^91\)

A joint statement prepared by seven teachers from the Secondary School Study and three teachers from the Southern Study advocated education for democracy—an outcome of their participation in a workshop of the Stanford University Social Education Investigation during the summer of 1943. In an extraordinary instance of apparent interracial collaboration between the two studies, these teachers together emphasized learning democratic forms of living by directly experiencing them in school, which would include resolving regional social problems “through the cooperative efforts of all groups working together.” In a section titled “Inter-ethnic Relations” these teachers implored, “The situation toward which we must strive is widespread belief in the principle of inter-group cooperation as the only Christian and democratic means of bringing improved social conditions to all groups and to all classes within these groups.”\(^92\)
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Moreover, the Secondary School Study saw in the war effort a rationale for the realization of democracy at home. Brown, referring to denying black youth full membership in a democratic way of life and the resulting squandering of human potential, suggested that “those who persist in the practices that involve unnecessary loss and wastage of human resources are betraying the democratic aspiration; they constitute the internal enemies against which our national defense must be organized.”

Perhaps reflecting a commitment to what some civil rights leaders called a “Double V,” that is, “victory over fascism and imperialism abroad and over racism at home,” Brown concluded, “We may need to win a war in order to give democracy a chance to survive, but victory will not in itself guarantee the survival of democracy.” As educators working in the Secondary School Study leveraged progressive education methods to foster democratic educational experiences, accommodationist practices nevertheless persisted in participating schools, which would seem to make characterizing their work as social reconstructionist problematic.

References to democracy in reports of work in the Southern Study alluded to little beyond cooperative pupil-teacher planning, school goals, or the war effort, and certainly no argument was advanced to extend to African Americans the rights of citizenship whites enjoyed. Even the term “progressive education” was used rarely and cautiously in describing the Southern Study’s work. For example, after quoting the Greensville High School student newspaper’s slogan (“Green Lights, published tri-weekly by the students of Greenville High School in the interest of a progressive and democratic school life”), the school’s principal noted, “Some might object to the ‘blah-blah’ indefiniteness of ‘progressive’ and ‘democratic.’” He then observed that although students understood these terms with respect to school practice, “each of these terms is constantly being evaluated and redefined by thoughtful students.” Similarly, an account from Port Arthur, Texas, of individualized social studies teaching influenced by the social reconstructionist American Historical Association’s A Charter
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Conclusion

Although reflecting the segregation pervasive in the Jim Crow American South during the 1930s and 1940s, given their common means and ends and, though limited, their nevertheless notable interaction, the Secondary School Study and the Southern Study are best understood, as Robinson proposed, “as one story of the region.” Expressly implementing the Eight-Year Study’s approach to school improvement, both southern studies engaged local educators in identifying and resolving local school problems, conducted summer workshops to develop school programs and provide professional development opportunities for teachers, employed evaluation to test proposed solutions to local problems, advocated no single program, and implemented a variety of problem solutions. As extensions of the Eight-Year Study that benefited from its direct assistance, the two southern studies amounted to further chapters in the story of the Eight-Year Study. Not only should the Eight-Year Study be understood as more than its thirty participating schools, but also it is accurately represented not as manifesting, child-centeredness or social efficiency, but rather as engaging in activities that at the time were significantly progressive, both educationally and socially.

Although both southern studies embraced the wider approach to school improvement known as cooperative educational experimentation, the Southern Study emphasized participatory problem-solving as a clinical technique while the Secondary School Study emphasized participatory problem-solving as a vehicle for democratizing African American education, tacitly resisting hegemonic white supremacy. If an emphasis on academic excellence in African American secondary schools represented an emerging form of resistance to white oppression, as historians have argued, certainly another aspect of resistance is found in the Secondary School Study’s use of the cooperative study to provide experiences in democratic living to black teachers and students. By facilitating the Secondary School Study and by providing educators in the participating schools the latitude to pursue any improvements—an opportunity they probably would not otherwise have had—including both academic excellence and democratic
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experiences, perhaps GEB officers were building a different kind of state than foundations had been building decades earlier. Reflected in their differing interpretations of the method of cooperative study was the Southern Study’s conception of progressive education as technique and democracy as racially exclusionary, and the Secondary School Study’s conception of progressive education as an emancipatory process for enacting a fuller measure of democracy in African American schools in the American South.
Appendix A

Participating Schools—Southern Study

Benham High School, Benham, Kentucky
Campti High School, Campti, Louisiana
Canton High School, Canton, Mississippi
Collierville High School, Collierville, Tennessee
Cradock High School, Portsmouth, Virginia
Dixie County High School, Cross City, Florida
Dreher High School, Columbia, South Carolina
Edinburg High School, Edinburg, Texas
Lee H. Edwards High School, Asheville, North Carolina
Frankfort High School, Frankfort, Kentucky
Goldsboro High School, Goldsboro, North Carolina
Greenville High Schools, Greenville, North Carolina
Highland Park High School, Dallas, Texas
Holtville High School, Deatsville, Alabama
Lafayette High School, Lexington, Kentucky
E. E. Lyon High School, Covington, Louisiana
Meridian High School and Junior College, Meridian, Mississippi
Miami Beach High School, Miami Beach, Florida
Minden High School, Minden, Louisiana
Montevallo High School, Montevallo, Alabama
Moultrie High School, Moultrie, Georgia
Norris High School, Norris, Tennessee
Okolona High School, Okolona, Mississippi
Parker High School, Greenville, South Carolina
Peabody Demonstration School, Nashville, Tennessee
Peabody Training School, Milledgeville, Georgia
Radford High School, Radford, Virginia
St. Petersburg High School, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sumter High School, Sumter, South Carolina
Thomas Jefferson High School, Port Arthur, Texas
Tuscaloosa High School, Tuscaloosa, Alabama
University Demonstration School, Athens, Georgia
Waynesboro High School, Waynesboro, Virginia
Appendix B

Participating Schools—Secondary School Study

- Drewry Practice High School, Talladega College, Talladega, Alabama
- State Teachers College Laboratory Schools, Montgomery, Alabama
- Lincoln High School, Tallahassee, Florida
- Atlanta University Laboratory School, Atlanta, Georgia, closed in 1942, replaced in study by Moultrie High School, Moultrie, Georgia
- Staley High School, Americus, Georgia
- William Grant School, Covington, Kentucky
- Natchitoches Parish Training School, Natchitoches, Louisiana
- Southern University Demonstration School, Scotlandville, Louisiana
- Magnolia Avenue High School, Vicksburg, Mississippi
- Dudley High School, Greensboro, North Carolina
- Booker T. Washington High School, Rocky Mount, North Carolina
- Booker T. Washington High School, Columbia, South Carolina
- Pearl High School, Nashville, Tennessee
- I. M. Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas
- Huntington High School, Newport News, Virginia
- D. Webster Davis Laboratory High School, Virginia State College, Ettrick, Virginia